The use of case-based reasoning as a process model of design involves the subtasks of recalling previously known designs from memory and adapting these design cases or subcases to fit the current design context. The development of this process model for a particular design domain proceeds in parallel with the development of a representation for the cases, the case memory organisation, and the design knowledge needed in addition to specific designs. The selection of a particular representational paradigm for these types of information, and the details of its use for a particular problem-solving domain, depend on the intended use of the information to be represented and the project information available, as well as the nature of the domain. In this paper we describe the development and implementation of four case-based design systems: CASECAD, CADSYN, WIN, and DEMEX. Each system is described in terms of the content, organisation, and source of case memory, and the implementation of case recall and case adaptation. A comparison of these systems considers the relative advantages and disadvantages of the implementations.
Introduction
Case-based reasoning (CBR) is a paradigm for problem solving which emphasises the role and use of situated experiences. In general, problem-solving using CBR is based on making analogies between the current problem-solving situation, and previouslyencountered situations--stored in memory--that provide information relevant to solving the new problem. The use of case-based reasoning as a process model of design involves the subtasks of recalling previously known designs from memory and adapting these design cases or subcases to fit the current design context. The detailed development of this process model for a particular design domain proceeds in parallel with the development of a representation for the cases, the case memory organisation, and the design knowledge needed in addition to specific designs. The selection of a particular representational paradigm for these types of information, and the details of its use for a particular problem-solving domain, depend on the intended use of the information to be represented and the project information available, as well as the nature of the domain.
Developing and implementing a case-based reasoning system could be done by casebased reasoning. Although this sounds circular, if case-based reasoning is a viable approach to problem solving then it can be applied to the development of the reasoning system itself. In this paper we provide descriptions of several case-based design systems for the structural design of buildings in order to exemplify alternatives for the content and organisation of case memory for design purposes, and to provide insight into different potential implementations of the subprocesses of recall and adaptation. There are many case-based design systems described in the literature that should also be considered, such as KRITIK (Goel 1989) , CADET (Sycara et al 1991) , ARCHIE (Domeshek and Kolodner 1992) , FABEL (Voβ et al 1994) , and others; but here we focus on the ones we have developed: CASECAD, CADSYN, WIN, and DEMEX. Each system is described in terms of the content, organisation, and source of case memory, and the implementation of case recall and case adaptation. A comparison of these systems and the relative advantages and disadvantages of the implementations of these systems are presented in the final discussion.
Implementing Case-Based Structural Design
Developing a case-based reasoning system starts with the identification of the cases that can provide the basis for solving design problems. We began our CBR projects by locating a source of information on structural design projects. Our source was a wellknown engineering consulting firm in Sydney that has worked on many of the major medium-to high-rise buildings in that city. Through this group we had access to the documented project information--primarily design drawings--and the engineers that worked on the projects. Initially, this seemed to be an ideal situation because the engineers were readily available, and open to the idea of having us develop a case base from their projects. As it turned out, it was much more difficult to collect information about the designs of the projects than to find information about the projects as specified to the contractor that would construct the building. In the building industry, the documentation is developed primarily to communicate information for construction rather than to communicate the designers' intention or how the design is intended to behave. Information about the geometry and material properties of the building design is available, functional or behavioural information is not made explicit. Therefore, we needed to infer some information about the designs based on our theoretical understanding of how structural systems behave.
We also found that we needed to be prepared with a template outlining the way the design would be described before considering each project. This means we had to decide ahead of time how the case would be represented in case memory and try to match our expectations with the reality of the information actually available for a specific design project. Collecting case information is an iterative process that moves from collecting information to restructuring how and what information is collected. So in fact, although we believed that the development of a case-based reasoning system starts with an identification of the cases to put in memory, we first had to determine what information we expected the cases to include and what the goal of the case-based reasoner would be; at the same time, we had to allow for revisions to our expectations.
Before describing each system, there are some commonalities across all the systems that reflect our basic approach to CBR. At the most basic level each system represents case memory using attribute-value pairs. These attribute-value pairs are grouped into subsystems and form hierarchies, both at the case memory organisation and in terms of an indexing hierarchy. The attribute-value pairs are grouped according to the role they play in design reasoning, considering function, behaviour, and structure. Although the basic representation paradigm is simple, the organisation of cases and case hierarchies builds a more complex representation. Other CBR systems make use of representation techniques such as object-oriented case representation, grammars, dependency graphs, and images. Case memory representation is selected to suit the available domain knowledge, the implementation of case recall and adaptation will vary in complexity according to the representation used.
Below we describe each system in terms of the objective of the study, the representation of cases, the case memory organisation, and the reasoning subtasks of memory recall and case adaptation. These projects are presented in a much more organised fashion than their development actually proceeded. When possible, comparisons among the implementation of the systems is provided. The descriptions that follow cover the technical detail of each system. For a more general comparison, the reader can jump to the discussion section.
CASECAD
The objective of the CASECAD project is to propose and implement a representation for design cases that would support designers in finding a set of cases relevant to a design problem, given a specification of such a problem. In other words, CASECAD is a case browsing tool which allows its users to navigate through its memory in order to look at information which appears to be relevant to their current interests. It can also be used to perform the case retrieval subtask of CBR autonomously. To pursue the objectives of the system we focused on a multimedia representation of cases so that the information would be readily understood and familiar to designers, and we focused on flexible memory indexing techniques so that a case could be retrieved using many different paths. The following subsections describe the issues involved in building the CASECAD system in more detail. For more comprehensive information on the functioning of the system itself, the reader is referred to (Maher and Balachandran 1994a) and (Maher and Balachandran 1994b) .
Case Representation in CASECAD
The design case base in CASECAD was collected over a period of one year, in parallel with the development of the system. Much of the data that was collected was not used because it was too detailed to be relevant to users browsing through a case memory for solving new conceptual design problems. Finally, 14 design projects were reviewed and data collected. Four of these projects were implemented in the final system for demonstrating the concepts of recall and adaptation. The remaining 10 were not implemented in the case base because of lack of time and because the additional cases were not needed to demonstrate the concepts.
Each case was represented using images and CAD drawings, text in English sentences, and groups of attribute-value pairs. Graphical representations play a vital role in the communication of design information among designers and other building professionals. The graphical medium provides a convenient way to handle the complexity of the information relevant to describing a design. The human visual system can rapidly capture the wealth of information implicitly and explicitly represented in images, sketches, and drawings. There are two problems with relying entirely on graphical representations of cases. One, the graphical representation does not make explicit the function or the behaviour of the design -it addresses what the design looks like. Two, computers do not reason about complex graphical representations easily. There are examples of case-based design systems, such as FABEL (Voβ et al 1994) , that use graphical representations for the user interface, where the reasoning is based on a conversion of the images to alternative symbolic representations.
CASECAD uses a multimedia representation for cases, using an object-oriented representation. Each object includes a reference to CAD drawings and images, groups of attribute-value pairs, and text-based descriptions of the case. Cases are decomposed into subcases for ease of partial recall and the reuse of parts of a design. The attribute-value data is used for case organisation and recall, and the graphics and text descriptions are used to help the designer understand the case information. The attribute-value data is also helpful to designers, since it summarises important information in discrete packages, and provides an explicit interpretation of the meaning of the graphical representations.
CASECAD's object-based representation follows the design prototypes framework presented in (Gero 1990) , which classifies attributes into three categories: function, behaviour, and structure. An additional category, relation attributes, is added in CASECAD to facilitate the implementation of hierarchies and other relational information. Function attributes are those that represent the intended purpose of the design, for instance support-building-type, grid-geometry, and resist-wind-load. Behaviour attributes represent the response of the design to its environment, for example lateraldisplacement, total-useable-area, and construction-cost. Structure attributes are the physical features of a design, such as number-of-floors, width, and height. Finally, relation attributes represent relationships among design cases, or between design cases and general concepts, as discussed below.
This categorisation provides an effective way of reasoning about the different design variables, as each of these classes of variables has a different sort of semantics associated with it. Making the distinction explicit thus allows the system to deal with each type differently. It also allows the vast number of variables that are typically used to describe the structural design of a building to be structured according to meaningful categories, thus reducing the overall complexity of the representation.
The representation of cases in CASECAD is implemented using FRAMEKIT, a framebased representation language based on Common LISP. The graphical representation of cases is implemented using AutoCAD--a general purpose modelling tool that permits the visualisation of a design in 3D, used in CASECAD to communicate the structural aspects of a building design to the user--and XFIG--a 2D drawing tool, used in CASECAD to illustrate the behavioural information pertaining to a case. Figure 1 shows an AutoCAD drawing from CASECAD depicting the structure of a building. Figure 2 shows an XFIG drawing of the behaviour of the same structure. Figure 3 shows the object-oriented representation of a case. 
SUBCASE1001
description: "The floor system is a combination of standard Rescrete precast 'Formplank' panels supported by custom-made precast beam shells and by facade wall panels. The ends of the 'Formplank' panels rested on either corbels on the facade wall units or the upturned edges of the precast beam shells. These precast elements were used to produce a one-way slab, one-way beam system with structural detailing providing continuity between beams, precast columns, and facade panels. Figure 3 . Exerpt of an object-oriented representation of a case in CASECAD In addition to knowledge about specific designs in the form of cases, CASECAD's memory also contains generalised knowledge about classes of designs, in the form of models. For instance, one of the models stored in the system's memory represents CASECAD's knowledge about medium-rise office buildings in general. A model in CASECAD is only represented using object-based information, and does not have associated graphical representations. The object-based representation used for the models reflects the one used for the cases, ie., it consists of sets of attributes that are divided into three categories. However, the attributes in a model are associated with a finite list of values or a range of values that they can take, rather than only being associated with one specific value. For instance, the attribute number-of-floors has a value of 30 in the representation of the Inn-on-the-Park case, but the same attribute is given the range 14-30 in the representation of the model of medium-rise office buildings. In the sample subcase shown above, the relation attribute instance-of indicates the model that describes the general type of structure that the subcase belongs to, specifically, a floor-system. Every case in CASECAD is an instance of one of the models known by the system. Figure 4 shows an partial design model in CASECAD. 
Browsing and Retrieving in CASECAD
CASECAD can function in one of two modes, browsing or retrieving. In the browsing mode, the designer navigates through the information in case memory. The user can see the graphical information about a case, using AutoCAD or XFIG, or the object-based representation of the same case, displayed as an object browser. A graphical interface provides menus listing the names of the cases known to the system, thus allowing the user to move from one case to another. Figure 5 shows the browser as three different representations of a subcase, an English description of the case, an XFIG drawing of its behaviour, and an AutoCAD drawing of its structure. In the retrieving mode, the user gives the system a design problem specification, and CASECAD uses this as an index for case memory in order to retrieve relevant cases. The specification of design problems in CASECAD, like the object-based descriptions of the cases and models themselves, consist of a set of attribute-value pairs, representing the requirements that new structural designs must satisfy. These requirements can contain functional requirements (including the purpose or use of the structure), behavioural requirements (including performance requirements for the structure), and structural requirements (including predetermined constraints on the geometry or material of the structure). The relevance of a model or case in the system's memory to a given problem is operationally measured by finding matches between the attributes and values that appear in the problem specification, and those in the object-based description of the memory item.
The case that matches the largest number of requirements from the problem specification might not be the best case to use for adaptation. The categorisation of attributes into function, behaviour, and structure provides a means for focussing the retrieval. Rather than use explicit weights to assign 'importance' to each specification, CASECAD allows the user to focus on a set of attributes and ignore others when performing case retrieval. The categories of attributes provide a grouping of specifications that are relevant to design problems and provide the alternative ways of focussing retrieval in CASECAD. Figure 6 shows an example of a user's specification of a problem to CASECAD, and the output that the system provides, detailing which cases or subcases have a partial match, and the number of requirements from the specification that matched for each of the cases and subcases. Also shown is the type of structure that the case or subcase is an example of, ie., the model for which the case or subcase is an instance. The retrieval in this example is performed using only functional attributes as a focus for determining relevance.
Specifications:
Retrieving cases using the FUNCTION specifications requirement no-of-matchings SUPPORT-BUILDING-TYPE = OFFICE 7 MAXIMUM-SPAN = 9 M 4 SUPPORT-GRID-GEOMETRY = RECTANGULAR 4
The cases retrieved based on FUNCTION specifications are
Case adaptation in CASECAD
Case adaptation is not performed automatically in CASECAD. The designer can modify the retrieved cases and use the modified case as a new case in case memory. For the adaptation, the designer is given editing tools for changing the object representation, direct access to AutoCAD to modify the CAD drawing, and direct access to XFIG to modify the images. When the designer adds the case to CASECAD's memory, the object representation is automatically indexed using the attribute-value pairs defined by the designer.
CADSYN
The objective of the CADSYN project is to develop a representation of case memory that complements earlier research on design knowledge representation so that a recalled case could be adapted automatically to fit a new context. This focus on case adaptation was necessary in order to understand the types and the extent of the knowledge needed to allow case-based reasoning to be more than a memory-based system; that is, case-based reasoning could then provide a process model for generating "new" designs, not just recalling relevant ones. More comprehensive descriptions and examples of CADSYN can be found in (Maher and Zhang 1991; Maher and Zhang 1993; and Zhang, 1994) .
Case Representation in CADSYN
The representation of cases in CADSYN is similar in some ways to the case representation in the CASECAD project. Cases are decomposed into subcases, and the primary object-based representation uses attribute-value pairs to describe a case. There are major differences, however. First, CADSYN did not use graphical, textual, or other human-amenable representations. This is primarily due to the focus on case adaptation rather than on browsing and retrieval: adaptation of the attribute-value pair representation is possible using knowledge-based techniques, the adaptation of the graphical representations or the text descriptions presents other challenges. Second, the cases in CADSYN are related to models, but the models are referred to as systems and subsystems. This is due to the association between CADSYN and EDESYN (Maher 1987) , a representation of design synthesis knowledge using decomposition hierarchies referred to as systems. Finally, CADSYN augments the knowledge representation of cases and systems with constraints in order to adapt cases using a constraint satisfaction approach.
Most of the cases in CADSYN's memory were the same cases stored in CASECAD's. There are 4 cases in CADSYN's memory, each with 10-14 subcases. The differences between CASECAD and CADSYN case representation lie in the actual attribute-value pairs used in representing the cases, and the decomposition into subcases. In CADSYN, attributes and their values were chosen according to their utility in implementing the case adaptation subtask of case-based design, and their involvement in constraints. An example of a case and a subset of its subcases is shown in Figure 7 .
Case Retrieval in CADSYN
A design problem is specified to CADSYN in the same way that it is specified to CASECAD: as a set of requirements, in the form of attribute-value pairs, that a design should satisfy in order to be a valid solution to the problem. The system retrieves relevant cases by matching the problem specification with the descriptions of the cases in its memory and retrieves cases/subcases with a partial match. The set of cases retrieved are ranked according to the number of matching features, favouring the closest match.
Cases are indexed in CADSYN using two indexing structures, a requirements hierarchy and a subsystem list. The requirements hierarchy in CADSYN is developed using a conceptual clustering approach, and is traversed according to the contents of the problem specification for a new building until a list of matching cases is found. Thus, CADSYN does not search through the actual case memory in order to determine if cases match with the problem specification and perform case retrieval, but rather searches through a separate representation of the requirements hierarchy, which then points to the relevant cases. The subsystem list associates a subsystem label with a set of subcases that use that label. If a relevant case is not found using the requirements hierarchy, the problem specifications are sent to the decomposition reasoner where a relevant set of subsystems are identified. These subsystems are then used to retrieve associated subcases, where adaptation is performed on the subcase retrieved rather than on an entire building. CADSYN uses a constraint satisfaction approach to design case adaptation. The constraints in CADSYN are represented as a set of attribute-value pairs that identify an invalid design. If the constraints represent valid assignments of values to variables, they would only help to verify the correctness of proposed designs; using them to represent invalid assignments of values to variables helps detect exactly where the problems lie in a proposed design, and thus to focus attention on the aspects of a design that need to be altered in order to achieve a given goal.
CONSTRAINT-1 (bldg-type) in (office parking institution) (gravity-system/floor-type) in (flat-plate flat-slab) CONSTRAINT-2 (bldg-type) in (hotel apartment) (gravity-system/floor-type) = slab CONSTRAINT-3 (gravity-system/floor-type) in (flat-plate flat-slab) (gravity-system/action) = one-way (gravity-system/typical-span) < 10 m CONSTRAINT-4 (gravity-system/floor-type) in (flat-plate flat-slab slab) (gravity-system/typical-span) > 9 m (gravity-system/action) = two-way CONSTRAINT-5 (gravity-system/support) in (4-edges cols-only) (gravity-system/max-aspect-ratio) > 1.5 (gravity-system/action) = two-way Figure 8 . Representation of constraints in CADSYN.
Examples of constraints in CADSYN are shown in Figure 8 . CONSTRAINT-2 can be read as: If the design uses a floor-type = slab and bldg-type = hotel, then the design is invalid. The constraints are represented as logical relationships among attribute-value pairs rather than numerical.
CADSYN applies constraint satisfaction as a process through which a proposed complete design description, based on the retrieved case/subcase, is modified so that it satisfies the design specifications. The retrieved design case or subcase is first modified to match the design specifications and this modification typically introduces constraint violations that then have to be resolved. For example, if a problem specification for a hotel retrieves an office building, then the value of the attribute bldg-type of the retrieved case, which is office, will have to be altered to be hotel as the first step when adapting the case to the user's requirements. Additionally, let's assume that the floor-type of the retrieved case has a value of slab, and that the problem specification did not include any reference to the type of floor that the hotel should have. If this is the case, the value of the attribute floortype in the partially constructed solution would now violate Constraint-2 above, which prohibits hotels from having a value of slab for the attribute floor-type.
Viewed in this fashion, design case adaptation takes an initially inconsistent assignment of values for the design attributes and repairs constraint violations through a search process until a consistent assignment is achieved. Reflecting the hierarchical representation of the proposed design solution as a composition of subcases, the adaptation operation by constraint satisfaction generates a feasible design by modifying the invalid subsystems (subcases) in the inconsistent potential design. Invalid subsystems of the proposed design are found by testing constraints and are modified by using generalised design knowledge about the valid values of design attributes. If the constraints are not numerical, then the subsystems need to be validated incrementally and the determination of which invalid subsystem is modified first becomes a central task. The computational model of design case adaptation as constraint satisfaction employed in CADSYN involves the following subtasks: check constraints, find subsystems that have constraint violations, select a subsystem to modify, find alternative subsystem designs, select a feasible subsystem design, and propagate the effect of the new subsystem design. These subtasks iterate until a consistent solution is found to the user's design problem, as illustrated in Figure 9 . The figure also shows the knowledge that supports each task. The constraints provide the knowledge needed to check constraints, find invalid systems, and select a feasible combination of values assigned to the design attributes. A feasible combination is selected as the combination that violates the least number of constraints. The decomposition knowledge is needed to find invalid systems and to find valid combinations for new design descriptions. Heuristic rules are used to select a subsystem to modify. Heuristic rules are needed because the design space is not easily analysed given that the constraints are themselves heuristics.
The complexity of the constraint satisfaction process is necessary to accommodate the adaptation of multiple subcases within a hierarchical representation of the design solution where the constraints represent logical relationships among design variables. This is contrasted with the use of constraints to adapt cases in JULIA (Hinrichs and Kolodner 1991), a case-based reasoner for meal planning where the meal is represented as a whole case, and CADRE (Faltings et al 1991) , a case-based reasoner for floor plan design where constraints represent numerical relationships among dimension variables.
WIN
The objective of the WIN project is to develop a case-based design assistant with a more structural engineering perspective. In this project we focused on the content of case memory for a specific aspect of the structural design of buildings--the design and layout of the wind resisting systems in medium-and high-rise buildings. As a result of this focus we developed a case memory representation that described cases in a way that was specific to the domain. For more details on the WIN system, the reader is referred to (Wang 1995) .
Case Representation in WIN
In the WIN system Three of the structural design cases in CASECAD are represented in the WIN system, where each case has approximately 4 subcases. The cases in WIN have more specific information about the engineering performance of the lateral load systems than the cases in CASECAD. The case base contains more numerical information about stresses and loads and less high-level symbolic information about the architectural layout. As with CASECAD, WIN has in its memory knowledge in the form of both models and cases. Each of these is described using attributes and values. The attributes have been classified into four different categories: relation, function, behaviour, and structure, and both models and cases have been decomposed into subsystems.
The role of models in CASECAD and WIN are different. The models stored in CASECAD's memory were decomposed into the subsystems that facilitated the acquisition and retrieval of cases. The models in WIN were defined to assist case memory organisation and problem specification. Specifically, models were defined in WIN according to two factors which have a large influence on the design of a structure's wind-resisting system: the slenderness of the building, and the position of the building's core system with respect to the rest of its structure. There are thus four models in WIN--corresponding to medium-and high-rise buildings, and central-and offset-core structures--and these models have the primary purpose of partitioning case memory according to the intended use. It was expected that a user interested in designing a wind resisting system for a high-rise building that has a central core, would not be interested in how the wind resisting system works in a medium-rise building that has an offset core. Figure 10 shows one of the models in WIN's memory, corresponding to the class of medium-rise structures that have a non-centrally located service core. Figure 11 shows a representation of the cases in WIN's memory of the Inn on the Park, a 30-story hotel and office building in Sydney. Figure 12 shows how models are used in WIN to partition case memory. 
Indexing and Retrieving Design Cases in WIN
Case retrieval is an interactive, iterative process in WIN. First, WIN prompts the user for a set of problem requirements. For each of several important attributes (number-offloors, width, length, floor-to-floor-height, etc.) , WIN asks the user to input its value, if known. The resulting set of attribute-value pairs becomes the problem specification, which WIN uses as an index into its memory. WIN first retrieves models or submodels that match the problem requirements before retrieving those cases or subcases that are instances of them. After model retrieval, WIN considers the difference between the user's specifications of the new design problem and the extent and range of values of the attributes in the model. WIN requests additional information, or clarification, before initiating a case retrieval.
Thus, WIN performs model-based indexing of cases, allowing the system to ignore the cases and subcases in memory that are completely irrelevant to a problem and efficiently find those that are relevant. Both the model memory and the case memory in WIN are flat structures, ie., retrieval proceeds by attempting to match the index with each one of the items in memory successively. Case memory is partitioned by the model memory. The reduced number of models and cases in WIN's memory makes this flat memory organisation scheme viable; a larger number of models would make it inefficient. The user at all times controls the use of WIN's model and case bases, and the retrieval and selection of cases.
DEMEX
The objective of the DEMEX (DEsign by Memory EXploration) project is to consider the issues of flexible retrieval and memory exploration. We developed the strategies of index elaboration and index revision. In this project case memory provides a resource with which a designer can explore and develop an improved design problem specification, rather than develop a design solution, for a given design problem. This arises from the fact that real-world design problem solving usually does not begin with a well-specified problem, and then proceed towards finding a solution, but rather the problem requirements evolve as the designer explores and considers alternative solutions (Goel and Pirolli 1992) . A more detailed description of DEMEX can be found in (Gomez de Silva Garza and Maher 1996) .
Case Memory Representation in DEMEX
The design cases and models in CASECAD's memory were also used in DEMEX. This includes the partitioning of cases and models into subsystems, and the categorisation of attributes into functional, behavioural, and structural (and relational) variables. Because of the highly interactive nature of DEMEX, a memory organisation scheme was devised that would allow efficient and flexible access to the cases and subcases.
In DEMEX, there are three memories that hold conceptually different types of information: an associative memory that relates the categories function, behaviour, and structure with design attributes, a model memory, and a case memory. Despite being stored as separate entities in their own data structures, the three memories in DEMEX are interrelated. To begin with, all three are designed around the same attribute-value ontology. Additionally, each model in the model memory contains a pointer to all of the cases that are instances of that model, and every case in the case memory contains a pointer to the model of which the case is an instance. As a consequence, even though semantically different types of knowledge are stored in separate memory entities to increase efficiency and avoid redundancy in memory, the relationships among the different types of knowledge allow flexible and efficient traversal from one type of information to another due to their cross-indexing.
The indexing scheme for model memory and case memory in DEMEX is a tree of attributes and values as illustrated in Figure 13 . Relevant models and cases can be rapidly retrieved at any time using the corresponding indexing tree to perform a two-step comparison for each attribute-value pair in the problem specification. The first step traverses the corresponding tree along a given attribute arc, and the second step traverses it along an arc corresponding to a value for that attribute, retrieving a set of cases with the specified attribute-value pair. If only some categories of attributes are of interest at a particular moment, then those requirements whose attributes belong to a non-interesting category are not considered by case retrieval. This three-memory organisation, and the indexing tree structure of the model and case memories, are especially designed to support the retrieval strategies described in the following subsection. 
Index Elaboration and Index Revision in DEMEX
Many researchers have observed that being able to restructure, reconsider, and reformulate the specifications of a problem is an important aspect of design problem solving (eg., see (Goel and Pirolli 1992) , (Corne, Smithers, and Ross 1993) , and (Wills and Kolodner 1994) ). The DEMEX system makes use of cases and models to guide the user in reformulating the requirements of a structural design problem, by improving his/her understanding of the problem. A better understanding of the problem is achieved by exploring the information retrieved from memory and presented to the user by DEMEX.
In DEMEX we have identified two types of problem reformulation strategies which differ in the type of knowledge that they retrieve from memory in order to gain a better understanding of a given design problem. These two strategies evolved from initial considerations made in the CASECAD project about the need for flexible retrieval of cases from memory (see (Maher and Balachandran 1994b) ). The first strategy, which makes use of models in memory, has thus been called model-based index elaboration, whereas the second strategy, in which the problem reformulation is based on cases in memory, has been termed case-based index revision.
The model-based index elaboration strategy makes an analogy between the current problem specification and generalised knowledge in memory, and thus results in retrieving one or more models from the system's memory. There are two ways that the information in the models can provide a better description of the design problem. The first consideration is that the items retrieved from memory will usually contain more information in them (eg., by using many more design variables to describe a structure) than the initial problem specification. This additional information is used to expand the set of specifications when more information is known about the requirements.
A second way that information held in models can help achieve a better understanding of a design problem uses the ranges of acceptable values associated with the design variables that describe the models. A comparison is made between the values in the problem specification and the retrieved model's range of values. Attributes for which the value in the specification is not in the range of acceptable values indicate critical attributes. The non-critical parts of a problem specification can be pruned in order to focus attention on the important aspects, resulting in a reduced design space.
The following example shows model-based index elaboration being used in the context of a design problem. To illustrate the process, let's assume the user is interested in designing a medium-height office building, and describes the design problem as follows to the system: The model retrieved above is described by more attributes than those that were given by the user in the design problem specification; for example, some of these additional attributes are location-of-core, material, height-to-width-ratio, etc. If the values are known for any of these attributes, then adding them to the problem requirements can improve the focus of case retrieval. Let us assume that the new problem specification given by the user, with relevant attributes (and their values) The case-based index revision strategy focuses on the use of cases to shift the problem specifications. The types of modification that can be performed include adding, removing, and altering some or all of the attribute-value pairs in the problem specification. Altering an attribute-value association could involve modifying the name of the attribute, its value, or both.
To illustrate the case-based index revision strategy for problem reformulation, consider the design of a wind resisting system for a building. The retrieved case uses vertical trusses in order to achieve wind resistance in structures, not the rigid frames of the original specifications. The specification can be modified to be the following: In making the analogy between the rigid frame and the truss, the attributes number-ofbays and bay-width in the specification of the rigid frame become number-of-panels and panel-width in the next version of the specifications. In one step, some parts of the description have been altered, either in their value or in their attribute, while others have remained intact. In this example none of the parts of the original specification were dropped (though an alternative way of viewing the operation of altering an attribute-value association is it was removed and replaced by another, analogous, one at the same time).
Discussion
In this paper we have presented and described four projects involving the use of casebased reasoning applied to the domain of structural design of buildings. These four projects and the experiences gained from them can themselves be used as case studies for the development of case-based design tools. The four systems, CASECAD, CADSYN, WIN, and DEMEX, with their different objectives have different implementations of case memory organisation, case recall, and case adaptation. Each project is therefore a response to the objectives, where we cannot say that one approach is better than another.
In the following discussions we try to highlight the differences, and therefore identify the options in developing a case-based design system.
Representation in case-based design
On the surface all four case-based design systems described here used a similar representation paradigm, however, the differences were important to the success of the project. The similarities across all the systems are the use of attribute-value pairs as the basis for representing a case or subcase and the use of models to support case-based reasoning. The attribute-value pair description allowed for indexing and adaptation of specific cases using relatively simple pattern matching based on string comparisons for the attributes and value comparisons. In addition to the attribute-value pairs, cases are documented by drawings, images, and text descriptions. One way of viewing the attribute-value pairs is to consider them as the index into the more comprehensive description of the case.
Cases are not described in terms of "lessons learned" but by using a formalism relevant to design, such as intended function, actual behaviour, and structure attributes. The selection of which attributes to use within a case is dependent on the other knowledge that is needed to support case-based reasoning. The attributes used in a case description need to match those in the model descriptions in order to allow the knowledge in the models to be recognised as relevant to the case. In the CADSYN system, the attributes used in the case representations also needed to be the same as those included in the constraints used to identify constraint violations.
The differences among the systems include the case memory organisation scheme and the way that indices are used for case retrieval. In CASECAD and CADSYN, memory is a flat list of cases and models. All attribute-value pairs are valid indices and case retrieval is performed by matching all or part of the problem specifications with each case and subcase. This approach is appropriate when there are a limited number of cases in case memory, and not appropriate when case memory becomes very large. In WIN, case memory is partitioned by the models so that retrieval is performed by first matching the problem specifications with each model. This assumes that there are fewer models than cases and therefore is more efficient than comparing each case. This approach only allows a comparison of the attribute-value pairs in the models and is valid when the models adequately describe the functional decomposition of relevant cases and there are few models. The use of models to partition case memory biases the retrieval to only those cases that are similar, it does not allow dissimilar but interesting cases to be retrieved. DEMEX uses a tree structure for organising case memory where the branches of the tree are attributes and values. This is the most efficient representation for a large case memory since the number of cases does not affect the time to find partial matches.
The role of models differs from one system to another. In CASECAD, the models provide the template for identifying case information during the acquisition of new cases.
In CADSYN, models are used to perform the constraint satisfaction process. Each model provides the domain space for the attributes in the case description. In addition to models, general design constraints were needed to support case adaptation in CADSYN. In WIN, the models partition case memory and provide a heuristic grouping of indices for problem elaboration and case retrieval. In DEMEX, the models provide the space from which the indices are elaborated either to refine and add detail to the problem description or to identify critical requirements. Although the role of the models differ in each system, the general role of the models is to support the reasoning aspects of case-based reasoning.
Reasoning in case-based design
Reasoning in case-based design can be considered according to the whether the reasoner is developed for case-based design assistance or case-based design automation. Clearly in CASECAD, WIN, and DEMEX the focus was on design assistance through the provision of a memory-based system for the recall of similar designs. The reasoning in these systems relied on the user to guide the retrieval, modification of problem specifications, and selection of a case to be pursued further. Each of these systems recorded and reasoned about the representation of the problem specifications in comparison to the cases and models in memory. In these systems, the focus of the reasoner was on memory retrieval.
In CADSYN, the reasoning is more oriented towards modelling design synthesis, closer to the design automation end of the spectrum. CADSYN uses a constraint satisfaction approach to adaptation, similar in some ways to JULIA (Hinrichs and Kolodner 1991) and CADRE (Faltings et al 1991) . This is in direct contrast to the assumption of CASECAD that the user would make the changes to the case, unsupported by the casebased reasoner but provided with an editor and automated case memory indexing for new cases. CADSYN is not implemented as a fully automated design system, since the user is asked to select the appropriate case or subcase to be adapted and the user also can override CADSYN's selection of the invalid system to be modified. The reasoning process for design case adaptation, when made explicit, provides alternative design solutions for the designer.
Summary
In summary, the four systems described here clearly belong to a family of case-based design systems and do not provide an exhaustive list of options for implementing casebased design. What is interesting in reviewing these four systems is that given a similar basis for representing design information and the same design cases, there are a variety of issues that lead to different systems. We focussed primarily on representation of structural designs so that we could address the design issues of problem formulation and generation of solutions. Using case-based reasoning for problem formulation lead to a consideration of the cases in their role in defining the scope of the problem, rather than in identifying potential solutions. Using case-based reasoning for generating solutions lead to a consideration of what changes and what stays the same in adapting design cases, both in terms of the knowledge needed to make these decisions and the processes that can automate some aspects of the process.
The practicality of such systems for use by professionals depends on further developments in technology such as multimedia database management support, and further developments in our understanding of alternative representations of design knowledge.
